Intersection of Columbia Street and Bishop Allen Drive

Project Site frontage along Massachusetts Avenue

Lafayette Square along Massachusetts Avenue

Lafayette Square and Columbia Street
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Functional Green Roof

Screen Wall

Aluminum metal panel with white Prismatic White finish

Aluminum metal panel with Mica Champaign finish

Precast concrete panel with iron-spot thinset brick

Beige color pigmented precast concrete panel

metal canopy with wide flange profile
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Building B-1 East & North Elevations
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Central Market Plan
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Section A:
Marketplace Retail Setback

Section B:
Marketplace Retail Setback

Section C:
Central Market
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Central Market Sections
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Figure 1.18b
Perspective Rendering
Setback Open Space Patio
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Section A:
Mass. Ave. streetscape section with fixed benches

Section B:
Mass. Ave. streetscape section with movable cafe seating

Source Info: Landworks Studio Inc.
Multiplicity Bike Rack
By Landscape Forms
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Multiplicity Bike Rack
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Multiplicity Bench
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Multiplicity Bench By Landscape Forms
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Site Finishes
Benches and Bike Racks
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